
Fibula:

You will now need the following:

10 in. of galvanized steel wire in 16 gauge for each brooch.

Small thin rectangular piece of business card stock to back the wire fibula in
your brooch. It should be approximately 1 ½ inches by about ¾ inches in
size. Bend the piece slightly so that it approximates the shape of the back
of the brooch.  It’s sole purpose is to support the wire and to keep it
from working out the back of the finished pin after repeated use

Round needle-nose pliers, flat needle pliers, wire cutters

Other supplies needed:

Rust-O-Leum Brite Metallic spray paint in gold or silver.  Test other paints
on scrap fired clay before use as many will eat the surface of the clay and
destroy your work.  Gold leaf can be applied, but is sometimes difficult for
inexperienced users



Rub ‘n Buff gold leaf (silver if you want silver brooches) Oval mold: (For this
version, I will be supplying the mold, so you can skip making it. The spoon
version will give you a smooth base which you can decorate in any manner
you wish.)

Clear lacquer spray

Loctite Super Glue Control Gel for adding embellishments.  It will not
react with the paint and adheres well.  The gel version is better than the
liquid as it does not cause unslightly drips and runs that will show when
painted.

Cut off 10 inches of the 16 g galvanized wire for each fibula using wire
cutters.



You will need the round nosed pliers to begin your project.

Carefully bend one end into a circle.  It is a bit hard to make a really nice
circle, but it is well worth the effort.  Gripping the very end instead of like this
will help make a better circle.  If it is too difficult, it is OK,



Now we need the flat nosed pliers..grasp the wire with the pliers about a
quarter of an inch past your loop.



Make a u-turn going back towards the loop.



Now you will make the end turn up just a bit.  See the following picture of
what it should look like.

See the slight bend in the end……



Switch back to the round ended pliers and insert one of the ends through the
loop and grasping the straight end tightly.  Put the small end through the
loop,  and grasp. with the larger end



Bend the straight wire back duplicating the diameter of the loop to form
the head of your fibula.



Bend the straight wire slightly to match the curve of the mold.

Lay the fibula back on the mold and measure the length.  Mark it if
necessary.



Using the round nose pliers again, form a circle in the wire.  Make sure your
are wrapping the wire on the side with the first loop formed, or you will not be
able to close your pin.  This will be the pin portion of your fibula.



The bend above was done wrong, note the turn is on the wire side of the
head, not the loop side.

This one is made correctly.  Note the pin portion is on the same side
as the opening. One final turn of the wire brings the pin back where it
will catch in the head of the brooch.



See how this one is made, it fits nicely

This is how your fibula portion should look with its curved back.



This fibula is how it should look if it has a straight back.  If you want to make
a simple beaded fibula, simply add the beads before making the end turns
and they will be locked into place.

Next place the fibula on the clay.  Note how well the curved back fits… this
is important.  Also note the end loops and see they are nearly at the edge of
the clay.



Next, take a business card and cut about an inch off the end.  This will be
the support for the wire back.

Cut the corners off of your rectangle.  This will leave no sharp edge to work
through the unfired clay.



Place the card over the pin back. Press it firmly into the clay.



Roll out the clay reserved from trimming the excess of in the earlier steps.
Cut slits on the ends and place the clay over the card and pin back.



Press the clay down firmly and seal all the ends.  The clay will bond together
when it bakes in the oven, so you want to make sure it has a secure seal.

Trim off all the excess as you did in the earlier steps, and smooth the back as
much as you can.  Be sure to seal the cuts made earlier.



After you have smoothed the back, check to be sure the tail loop is not
covered in clay.  The pin side needs to be able to move.  Close the pin to
be sure it functions correctly and make any adjustments necessary.

Using the wire cutter, mark where the pin needs to end.  It should not
protrude past the loop.



Unclasp the pin and cut the place marked. It is very important that you
hold this excess end firmly as it will fly off and may injure you if it is
not safely secured.



You can now use this end or a stylus (ball point pen or pencil works too) to
sign your piece with your initials and the date.  If this is to be a gift to
someone, you can also inscribe a brief notation.

Your piece is now ready to bake in the oven.  Place the mold containing the
brooch directly in the oven. The plaster is completely dry at this time, and it
will not crack.  I usually bake mine about 20-25 minutes depending on the
thickness.  It is possible to burn the clay so be careful.  Turn off the oven



and let the brooch cool completely before removing. The clay is very soft
when it first comes out and if you try to remove it while hot, you may tear the
pin out of the clay.  Once it is cool, it becomes very hard and you can easily
remove it.  It also shrinks a little bit on cooling, which also makes it release
much easier.

Finishing Your Brooch

Start the second brooch and bake it while you sand and decorate the first
one. It takes several grits of paper to achieve a very nice smooth finish
before painting.  As I mentioned before, every scratch will show so be sure
to work up the grits carefully, from 100 to 200 to 400 to 800 and higher if you
wish.  Check each level before going to the next one.  You can find up to
2000 grit sandpaper in the automotive paint section of your local Wal-mart or
K-mart or even an auto supply shop.  Now the fun begins.  Check pictures
of brooches in books and on the net.  If you want straight lines of beads, you
can string them first and then glue them down.  This will give a nice straight
line.  BB’s make nice beads because they don’t have holes to hide.  I found
a nice period looking button for the center, but you can use cabochon glass
or beads if you want.  Most of the brooches I have seen do not have stone
work, but a few do.  There were no faceted beads in this time period, so
don’t use them.  Glass globs easily available are good center stones if you
want that look. Try twisting and bending wires to make shapes and attach
them with the super glue gel. I used wire to make “S” curves often seen on
period brooches. If you make a mistake, you can remove it and resand.
Small 2mm pearls will resemble granulation often found on the brooches and
will take the spray well.  Hot glue does not work well and pops off easily.
Loctite Super Glue is the best I have found. Once you are satisfied with
your design, you are ready to paint.

Painting and finishing your brooch:

Remember to shake the can of paint well first.  Use in a well-ventilated area
and don’t over spray or you will get unsightly runs.  I coat the brooch once
on the top design area and place a large bowl over it to prevent dust from
marring the finish.  It dries well in about a half hour.  This time allows for the
first coat to bond to the polymer clay.  If you wish, you can attempt to guild
the piece skipping the paint part, but it is difficult unless you are proficient at



gilding. Most of the brooches were made of bronze or silver.  And they
sometimes gilded the silver and bronze. To simulate the bronze, I use gold
leaf Rub ‘n Buff which can be found in most craft stores. After buffing the
Rub ‘n Buff to your satisfaction, spray a thin coat of clear lacquer and repeat
at least once.  If your brooches become dull after time, just recoat with Rub
n’ Buff and respray with lacquer.

Enjoy your brooches,

Caitlin


